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Abstract 

The essential goal of this work is the unified treatment of quantum mechanical and classical 
degrees of freedom in biomolecular simulation on all three levels: Theory, algorithms and 
implementation. In theory this is done within the framework of the Lagrangian model, which 
handles electronic coordinates and Cartesian nuclear coordinates in a consistent way. 
Furthermore, there is a 1:l correspondence between the various algorithmic substeps of self- 
consistent-force molecular dynamics (SCF-MD) and classical molecular dynamics (CMD): 
The overlap criterion corresponds to the cut-off principle, the list of integrals to the pairlist 
and the computation of interaction matrix elements to the computation of pair forces. (The 
integration step is identical in both schemes.) This complete analogy can be conserved on the 
implementation level, for which actual benchmarks on three common architectures are given 
for a CMD simulation of the hydrated protein ubiquitin. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 

Keywords: Biomolecular simulation; Quantum and classical mechanics; Replicated data 
model; Benchmark 

1. Preamble 

1.1. Building blocks of proteins and their spatial arrangement 

In principle, the building plan of proteins is quite simple [ 11: They are biopolymers 

forming a sequential array of 20 different building blocks, the amino acids, which 
is called primary structure. From numerous experimental findings we know that the 
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primary structure, i.e. the amino acid sequence, determines the three-dimensional 
structure as well as the functionality of proteins. 

The specific electronic state of the carbon atom allows a four-fold coordination 
by substituents. In case of the C-alpha atoms of amino acids the four substituents 
are: One amide group -NH, one carbonyl group -C=O, one hydrogen -H and a 
side chain -R. The variability of the 20 amino acids is brought about exclusively by 
modifications of this side chain, thereby creating hydrophobic, hydrophilic, polar 
and apolar features as well as size erects. Linking the carbonyl head -C=O of one 
amino acid to the amide tail -NH of another one linear chain molecules, polymers, 
are formed. While the peptide unit -(N-H)-(C=O)- is a rather rigid and planar 
entity, the -(N-H)-@ and -Ca-(C=O) single bonds are characterized by a high 
torsional freedom, thus enabling a flexible arrangement of the chain segments. Out 
of this multitude of three-dimensional structures only a small family of related 
structures is realized under physiological conditions. It is this structural family which 
determines the final folding of a protein. 

From experiment and model simulations [2] we know that the process of folding 
proceeds in several steps. Firstly, local secondary structure elements are formed, the 
cc-helix and the P-sheet being the most prominent examples. Both partial structures 
are stabilized by hydrogen bonding between the amide -(N-H) and carbonyl group 
-(C=O) of shifted amino acid building blocks. These pre-formed secondary structure 
elements form a loose compound, which is subsequently strengthened by contraction. 
Due to this closer spatial proximity secondary structure elements interact and 
re-adjust, thus forming the characteristic, three-dimensional structure, the so-called 
tertiary structure already pre-determined by the primary structure, i.e. by the 
sequence of amino acids. 

A small protein showing both types of secondary structure elements, a-helix and 
P-sheet [3], and thus the general structure of proteins, is ubiquitin, which serves as 
a model system for our current implementations. It is experimentally well charac- 
terized [4-61 and from its 76 amino acid residues only three are allowed to vary, 
while all others are conserved throughout the biochemical world ranging from yeast 
to human cells. 

1.2. Dynamical structures 

The mobility of atoms in proteins increases steadily from the inner core to the 
surface. Already in the inner hydrophobic core there is a certain amount of mobility, 
which on the surface reaches that of the liquid state. Therefore a description of the 
atomic positions in terms of fixed coordinates is only possible in the solid state, if 
at all. Under physiological conditions a characterization of protein structure by a 
unique set of coordinates is not adequate, but one has to consider a family of 
structures, whose members transform into each other quite rapidly. In this sense one 
speaks of dynamical structures. 

1.3. EfSect of hydration 

Proteins exhibit their intrinsic structure and function in a native environment 
only, i.e. when a pronounced hydration shell is there. Experiments on model proteins 
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have shown that there exist extreme cases where secondary structure elements, like 
cc-helix or P-sheet transform into each other, when changing the conditions of 
hydration. 

1.4. Experiment and biomolecular simulation 

Through the advanced techniques of genetic engineering the primary structure of 
proteins can be manipulated routinely. Even site-specific modifications, i.e. mut- 
ations, can be introduced without problems. This almost unlimited flexibility in 
preparing proteins, however, contrasts with the enormous experimental effort in 
structure determination. Structural experiments on proteins have to face three essen- 
tial problems: 
l They are expensive and costly. 
l The obtained information is far from complete. 
l Data analysis is a difficult procedure. 

In all three cases Biomolecular Simulation can offer assistance: 
l By eliminating unpromising systems, thus limiting the number of experiments 

to the rewarding ones. 
l By interpolating and completing experimental data, thus providing a consis- 

tent picture. 
l By decomposing the complex experimental information into individual contribu- 

tions, thus facilitating data analysis. 

2. Theory 

2.1. Lagrangian Model JLM) 

In principle, quantum mechanics (QM) is the appropriate theory for molecules 
and particularly biomolecules. It states that the classical concept is no longer valid 
for elementary particles. In other words the familiar orbits have to be replaced by 
probability tubes, so-called orbitals pi. These orbitals {yli(J)} may be considered 
as vectors in Hilbert space and represented by linear combinations of basis functions 

L&(J)) : 

Pi(r’, r>=C ci(t)Xk(J) 
k 

(1) 

Since electrons and protons are indistinguishable within their species, each orbital 
contributes with equal weight to the one-particle density p(F): 

P(r’, t>=x yt<< t)qi(r', t>=x 1 Dkl(t)Xk*(r')X;"(r') 
i k 1 

(2) 
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Thereby we have introduced the density matrix 

&t(t)=2 cp(t)cf(t) 
1 

(3) 

again referring to the basis expansion (1). 
If one is interested in the simultaneous description of several states of a system, 

one has to solve the equation of motion for the density matrix, the so-called 
Liouville-von Neumann equation [7]. For biomolecules, however, such a treatment 
is not feasible in practice. Therefore one would be highly content to cope with the 
system’s ground state. In contrast to the excited states, the so-called adiabatic 
approximation, being fairly valid for biomolecules, enables a Lagrangian formalism 
[8-l l] which subjects the difference of the kinetic and potential energy, the so-called 
Lagrange function 

L = Tkin - U (4) 

u= U( {CL}) (6) 

to an extremum principle; the general result of which are the equations of motions: 

d aL aL _-=- 
dt at; at: 

(7) 

Upon inserting the special expressions (Eqs. (4~(6)), one obtains a system of 
coupled equations of motion 

au 
miC; = - 7 =F; 

act, (8) 

describing the time evolution of the coefficients or coordinates {c;(t)}. According to 
Eq. (1) they determine the weighing of the basis functions and thus the migration 
of the respective particles through space. While in early times hydrogen-like and 
similar functions have been used as a basis, there is now a long tradition in using 
Cartesian Gaussians located at the nuclei. However, spherical Gaussians centered 
at all relevant points in space enable a more intuitive and vivid representation: 

g&q= _!L ( > ti 3 e-s(T-Qz 

Each of them may be viewed as a grain in probability space, i.e. as a small 
probability volume whose extension is determined by the exponent q. It is up to the 
weighing coefficients {CL} to decide, which grains are favorably occupied and which 
one disadvantaged. As the weighing changes in time due to the equations of motion 
(Eq. (8)), one gets the impression of a migrating wave packet. 

In the short-time regime evolution of the coordinates, electronic or nuclear, is 
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described by a Taylor series expansion: 

c~(t~At)=c~(t)~~~(t)At+~~-~~~(t)At~ (10) 

where we have inserted the equations of motion for the second time derivative 

{c:} (cf. Eq. (8)). Forming the sum and difference we get: 

cf(t+At)+c~(t-At)=2~:(t)+~-~~~(t)At~ (11) 

c;(r+At)-c;(&At)=2~:(t)At (12) 

Upon rearranging the first relation one gets a simple integration algorithm 

c;(t+At)=2c;(t)+pP’E’,(t)At2-&t-Al) (13) 

that promotes the coordinates to the future (t+At) thereby using the present 
(time = t) coordinates and forces, as well as the coordinates of the past (time = 

t-At). As compared to the large variety of integration algorithms to solve second 
order differential equations in numerical mathematics, the simple Verlet algorithm 
(Eq. (13)) has the advantage of needing force computation only once. As this is the 
overwhelming computational problem in biomolecular simulation Verlet’s algorithm 

[ 121 is widely used. 
From the difference relation one infers 

c;(t) = 
cf(t+At)-&t-At) 

2At 
(14) 

thus giving the velocity of the particles and hence the kinetic energy, which in its 
turn may be related to the temperature T of the system upon averaging over all 
particles and time 

(15) 

with kB being Boltzmann’s constant. 
It is important to note that in actual simulations a fictitious electronic mass ,D 

much larger than the actual is used. Values up to one tenth of the nuclear mass are 
quite common. This is done in order to speed up the integration scheme and does 
not really harm the Lagrangian model, which is mainly intended to explore phase 

space and not to generate the true trajectory of the electrons. 

2.2. Ab-initio molecular dynamics (AMD) 

2.2.1. Classical limit for nuclei 

Although the Lagrangian model enables a uniform description of electrons and 
nuclei, it does not account for the heavier mass of the nuclei, which exceeds that of 
the electrons by a factor of 2000-20000. As a consequence nuclei are fairly localized 
in contrast to the spread out probability of electrons. Therefore a representation by 
a linear combination (Eq. ( 1)) out of a set of Gaussians covering the entire molecular 
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volume would be highly inefficient, because most coefficients are close to zero. Of 
course, the assumption of exactly localized nuclei is the most efficient. Viewed from 
the basis set this would mean to shrink the half-width of the Gaussians to zero such 
that they degenerate to delta-functions: 

X,(P)‘f~ gk(J)=6(7-Fk) (16) 

In this limit nuclei become classical particles whose position is described by a 
triple of Cartesian coordinates: 

CM1 =(&, Yr, Z,) (17) 

This simplifies the equations of motion for the nuclei 

. . au 
mIZl=-T=FI, 

8% 
I=1, . . ..N 

while the time evolution of the electrons is still described in terms of the original 
coordinates {c:} in Hilbert space 

au 
p$=-,,=Fi, i=l, . . ..n 

k 
(19) 

with ,U being their uniform mass. Needless to say the simple Verlet algorithm depicted 
in Section 2.1 is not specific to electronic coordinates, i.e. it applies to the Cartesian 
nuclear coordinates i&=(X,, Y,, Z,) likewise. 

2.2.2. Kohn-Hohenberg theory (KHT) 
According to the first theorem of Kohn and Hohenberg the total energy U, whose 

derivatives determine the equations of motion (Eqs. (18) and (19)), must be a 
functional of the density [ 13,141: 

u= UN, + U,, + T,, + U,, + U,, + Uortr, (20) 

(21) 

(23) 

u =’ 

ee 2 
s 

p(r’)p(r”> dr’dr’ 

IF- r”J 
(24) 

U,, = 
s 

c,&(J)) dr’ (25) 
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U,,,, =‘~’ ~ ~ijf ~‘(v’)~j(r’) dr’ 
i=l j=i+l 

(26) 

While the first four contributions, the nuclear repulsion UNN, the electron-nuclear 

attraction UN,, the quantum mechanical kinetic energy of the electrons T,, and the 

Coulomb repulsion of the electrons U,,, have a self-explaining meaning and the last 

term Uorth is merely a constraint potential, ensuring the orthogonality of the orbitals, 
U,, describes the exchange (x) and correlation (c) effects characteristic for a quantum 

mechanical many-body system. 
Until recently, these effects had to be computed by complicated quantum mechan- 

ical procedures, which restricted their application to less than 10 atoms. During 
last years, however, improved density functionals become available and practically 

manageable. They are generalizations of the local exchange approximation 

U, = -ct (~(r-))~‘~ dr’ (27) 

already derived by Dirac in 1930 [ 151 and parametrized by Slater in 1951 [ 161. and 

involve not only the density p(7), but also its gradient, thereby accounting for the 
deviations from the uniform electron gas. The major breakthrough in this respect is 
associated with the names of Becke [ 171 (exchange) and Lee, Yang and Parr [ 181 
(correlation), which enlarged the applicability of density functional theory by an 
order of magnitude. 

2.2.3. Born-Oppenheimer model (BO): moving nuclei only 

When studying the dynamical evolution of biopolymers around their folded struc- 
ture, the biomolecule usually stays in the electronic ground state and transitions to 
the excited states have a very low probability. Under these circumstances the so-called 
BornOppenheimer approximation [ 191 is fairly valid telling us that the electron 

density ~(0 reacts instantaneously to changes in the nuclear geometry thereby 
minimizing the potential energy U with respect to the electronic coordinates. In 
mathematical term this means that the {CL} are determined by the minimum condition 

G=$=o. i=l, . . ..y1 
k 

(28) 

which states that the forces acting on the electrons vanish. However, this has 
important consequences on the nuclear forces thus simplifying their computation. 
Quite generally, there an explicit dependence of U upon the nuclear coordinates and 
an implicit one via the electronic coordinates, since the electronic problem is now 
solved for a fixed nuclear geometry thus inferring a parametric dependence of the 
{c:} on the {RI}: 

l3U au ac; 
FI=-x-s~+Pulayforces. 

I k I 

(29) 

At this point a caveat is necessary. As far as the basis set covers completely 
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molecular space and is localized at fixed positions, nuclear forces are indeed deter- 
mined by the first two terms. For reasons of economy, however, basis functions are 
usually localized at the nuclei. Thus they are coupled to nuclear motion thus 
introducing a slight implicit dependence, the so-called Pulay forces [20], which enter 
as a third term. 

2.3. Self-consistent-force molecular dynamics (SCF-MD): computing the electron 
density 

Assuming an ideal basis, i.e. neglecting for the moment the Pulay forces, and 
bearing in mind that the minimum condition (Eq. (28)) eliminates the second term, 
we are solely left with the explicit R-dependence of the first term, which is present 
in the nuclear repulsion UN, and the electron-nuclear attraction UN, only: 

N-l N 

(30) 

(31) 

This result is known as the Hellmann-Feynman or electrostatic theorem [21] and 
states that the forces acting on the nuclei are of pure electrostatic origin [22]. 

Explicit evaluation of the minimum conditions (Eq. (28)) leads to an algebraic 
matrix equation [23] for the electronic coordinates, collected in the coefficient matrix 
Cij = c; 

HC=eSC (32) 

The matrix elements of the Hamiltonian matrix H and the overlap matrix S are 
given as integral over the basis functions {x@)}: 

Sij = 
s 

XT (F)xj(F) dr’ 

Hij = -fA + V,,(p(r’)) Xj(F) dr’ 1 
with the effective potential 

Veff(P(O = E 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

being the functional derivative of the potential energy with respect to the electron 
density p(F), which in its turn depends on the electronic coordinates via the density 
matrix (Eq. (3)). This problem is overcome by an iteration procedure. Initial 
estimates for the electronic coordinates are inserted into the Hamiltonian matrix 
elements and the eigenvalue problem (Eq. (32)) . IS solved by diagonalization. These 
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new coordinates are again inserted and the whole procedure is repeated until self- 
consistency has been achieved. 

Once the coefficients {c:j and hence the density p(Y) have converged to self- 
consistency the Hellmann-Feynman forces (Eq. (30)) can be computed and the 
nuclear coordinates promoted: 

~,(t+At)=2i?I(t)+j.-‘~I(t)At2-&(t-At) (36) 

Then the Hamiltonian matrix elements are evaluated again and the matrix eigen- 
value problem is solved iteratively to obtain self-consistency. Step by step this 
combination of solving the eigenvalue problem and promoting the nuclear coordi- 
nates is carried on. 

2.3.1. Gaussian representation 
Inserting the basis expansion (Eq. (3)) of the electronic density into the 

Hellmann-Feynman formulae (Eqs. (30) and (3 1)) one gets 

N-l N 

J&,x c 1 ‘IzJ - 2 1 ZIDk, “;T!y dr’ 

I=1 J=l+l I&-~JI Z=l (kl} s I r 
(37) 

A basis set of spherical Gaussians has the property that the product of two 
Gaussians can be converted to a single Gaussian 

xk*(%(F) = Xkl(J- ?klkl) (38) 

with a modified exponent 

Y14f =qk +% 

and being localized at point Fki between the centers of the two partners 

(39) 

Exploiting this special relation the Hellmann-Feynman potential (Eq. (3 1)) takes 
the simple form 

(41) 

Thus the density matrix elements may be viewed as electronic Coulomb charges 
interacting with the nuclear charges, while their spatial distribution is accounted for 
by the error-function erf(q,,r). Unfortunately, there is a practical obstacle to this 
appealing picture: The electronic charge elements D,, depend on the nuclear configu- 
ration 

&=D,,(%, . . . . &) (42) 

i.e. they have to be recomputed - by solving the eigenvalue problem (Eq. (32)) - 
once the nuclear coordinates have been promoted in time by some increment At. 
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This limits the application to roughly 100 atoms and an elapsed time of a few ps. 
Therefore only a small portion of a protein, maybe the active site or the co-factor, 
can be treated in this way. The overwhelming part must still be handled by classical 
mechanics as described in the next section. Currently, hybrid simulations treating 
a small region by SCF-MD and the remainder by CMD are becoming tractable 
[24-261. Nevertheless, the key problem, how to match the coupling of the two 
regions in SCF-MD/CMD simulations, seems to have not found a satisfactory 
solution yet. 

2.4. Classical molecular dynamics (CMD) 

In order to cope with 10000 and more atoms over at least a few nanoseconds (ns) 
the classical molecular dynamics (CMD) method replaces the quantum mechanical 
potential function V,,, (Eq. (41)) by a chemically intuitive model potential I’,,, 
whose respective contributions 

V CMD = VCoulomb + Vshape + Vbonded + Vconstraint (43) 

are calibrated for a broad class of molecules or molecular building blocks [27-321. 
In order to include experimental structural information, like dihedral angle con- 
straints or inter-residue proton-proton distances derived from NMR, I$,, is usually 
augmented by a constraint potential [33]. 

The various contributions to l&n are modelled in the following way: 

2.4. I. Coulomb forces 
First, the electronic charges Dkl are confined to constant values representative for 

the equilibrium nuclear coordinates. Subsequently, they are fused with the nuclear 
charges { 2,) to give some effective charges { qi} : 

(44) 

In the next step the permanent charges are augmented by so-called flickering 
charges located at fixed positions, but of variable charge strength {Gqf}. (The 
simplest choice may be a octahedral or tetrahedral charge arrangement around each 
atom [34].) The flickering charges are the solution of the set of equations 

(45) 

Here, Tfj is a coupling tensor describing the fixed geometrical arrangement of the 
flickering charges as well as the specific polarizability of each atom, i.e. its ability 
to deviate from the permanent charge, both with respect to strength as well as spatial 
distribution. Vi is the electrostatic potential originating from the complete set of 
permanent and flickering charges. Consequently, a self-consistent procedure is car- 
ried out analogous to the quantum mechanical computation of the electronic density 
as described in Section 2.3. In other words, the model of flickering charges is a 
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mimicry of its quantum mechanical original. So far the flickering charge model has 
been applied scarcely ever, as it needs a re-design of the complete Vc,, potential. 

2.4.2. Shape forces 
Of course the charge model, maybe permanent or flickering, is strictly valid in 

the asymptotic regime only, i.e. for large interatomic distances. In the overlap region, 
i.e. at close distances, the so-called Pauling forces representing the penetration of 

the atomic charge clouds are very important. From theory one knows that the 
Pauling forces [ 351 are repulsive and show an exponential dependence on interatomic 
distances. Additionally, there is an attractive contribution, which comes from the 
correlated motion of the electrons, the so-called dispersion interaction. Within the 
model of polarizable dipoles dispersion is found to depend on the inverse sixth 
power of the interatomic distance. Combining both contributions leads to the 

Buckingham potential 

1 
V Buck = A IJ e B~~R~~ - ~ 

RLF 

(46) 

Although the Buckingham potential is theoretically better founded, most actual 
simulations prefer the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential 

which replaces the exponential term by an inverse 12th power law, thus saving one 
additional parameter and allowing a better transferability of parameters. 

The shape forces Vshape, describing the space filling or packing of atoms in the 
molecule, couple all pairs of atoms, at least in principle. Their strong decay ( l/rFj) 
with respect to the interatomic distance rij, however, permits the following distance 
criterion 

vL,(RIJ) = 0, if RI, 2 r, (49) 

beyond which interactions ma be neglected for numerical reasons. This cut-qfi 
principle enables a very efficient evaluation of the shape forces. 

2.4.3. Bondedforces 
Both Coulomb and shape forces do not account for the stereospecificity of biomo- 

lecular interactions. In order to include this essential feature one needs terms that 
mimic the connectivity through the molecule, i.e. the chemical bonds 

Vb/6=$ c k&-&J2 
bonds 

(50) 
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angular terms 

v,=f c k,&14$J2 

describing the direction of the bonds and dihedral terms 

v&,=$ c k,(l+cos(n$+?) 

(51) 

dihedrals 

that hinder free rotation about bonds by introducing rotational barriers. In case of 
specific local arrangements of atoms - like planar rings, peptide bonds etc. - 
‘dihedral springs’ 

(53) 
imp.dih 

are added. 
Altogether, the total bonded potential &,,,&d is made up of these four terms 

V bonded = v, + v8 + v, + v, (54) 

and comprises all interactions tieing together the set of atoms to form a molecule, 
i.e. constituting the molecular topology. These contributions of bonds (2 atoms), 
bond angles (3 atoms) and dihedral angles (4 atoms) are strictly local and involve 
4 atoms at maximum. 

2.4.4. The exceptional role of Coulomb forces 
In some sense bonded and shape forces vb‘_,&d + vshape and Coulomb forces 

V Cou,omb are antagonists. The former are essential for the biochemical properties of 
a molecule and exhibit a rather complicated functional form. Once this form and 
the necessary parameters have been calibrated, however, their computation can be 
done with moderate computational effort. Coulomb forces, on the other hand, have 
a very simple form, but their long range - l/rij is the force law of longest range in 
nature - prohibits the application of a cut-off principle thus leading to a huge 
number of interacting Coulomb pairs. These long range couplings are also responsi- 
ble for biomolecular recognition at large intermolecular distances. Thereby the 
solvent acts as transmitting medium. Only at close contact, shape forces come into 
action and play the dominant role. 

According to the exceptional role of the Coulomb forces we shall exclusively concen- 
trate on these forces within the framework of the classical molecular dynamics (CMD) 
method. All other forces may be computed by analogous techniques (shape forces) or 
make a negligible contribution to the numerical eflort (bonded forces). 

2.5. Simulated annealing 

Irrespective of the treatment of the interaction function, quantum mechanically 
(SCF-MD) or classically (CMD), the number of local minima in the potential 
function increases tremendously with the size of the molecule. Therefore local 
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minimizers, like gradient or Newton-Raphson techniques, which can find the local 
minimum close to some starting geometry, are unable to cope with the rugged energy 
landscape of biomolecules. 

A way out of this dilemma is the method of Simuluted Annealing [36]. It is known 

from Statistical Mechanics that the accessible volume of phase space is a monotonous 
function of temperature T. Thus one starts with an unphysically high T of several 
thousand degrees to give the biomolecule a chance to cover a volume of phase space 

as large as possible, thereby using the high kinetic energy to cross barriers. In a 
so-called temperature protocol T is systematically lowered, i.e. the system is annealed, 
thus confining the biomolecule to regions of favorable potential energy. Under best 

circumstances the global minimum can be approached fairly close. 
In technical terms lowering of temperature is brought about by a uniform scaling 

of all velocities with a parameter 

i=Jl+y&1) (55) 

that measures the deviation of the actual temperature T(t) - calculated from the 
velocities according to Eq. (27) - from the value TO of the protocol. If T(t) is 
above the desired value TO, A< 1 and velocities are scaled down. This is not done 
within one time step, but during a relaxation time z. 

As we have uniformly applied the Verlet algorithm to quantum and classical 
degrees of freedom, the procedure of velocity scaling is quite unique: 

electrons: ci(t+At)= 2c:(t)+p-‘F~(t)At2- 

nuclei: &(t+At)= 2~i,(t)+~~-‘~I(t)At2- I 

(56) 

(57) 

If the actual temperature T(t) equals the desired value, i.e. T(t) = TO, the scaling 
parameter 1. is unity and the Verlet algorithm remains unchanged. 

3. Algorithms 

3.1. Classical molecular dynamics (CMD): Ewald transformation 

This is the algorithmic counterpart of the theory Section 2.4 on classical molecular 

dynamics (CMD). While using simple, chemically intuitive interaction functions, 
this method is applicable to systems of 10000 and more atoms. This is the reason 
why we treat this method prior to the more rigorous, quantum mechanical SCF-MD 
method described in Section 2.3, which at present can manage typically 100 atoms. 

In atomistic solvation the huge number of water molecules in the hydration 
shell - typically several thousand -- plays the major part in force computation. 
Since water molecules contribute very little to the computation of bonded and shape 
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forces, the already high weight of the Coulomb forces is even more exaggerated and 
the evaluation of Coulomb sums becomes the essential problem. 

Coulomb sums are conditionally convergent series [ 371, thus rendering application 
of the cut-off principle (Eq. (49)) impossible. In order to enforce absolute con- 
vergence it is advisable to perform the so-called Ewald transformation [38], which 
splits the direct Coulomb potential l/r into the interaction of two Gaussian charge 
distributions and the respective complement: 

1 erf(yr) erfc(v]r) 
-_= p+p. (58) 
r r Y 

Simultaneously, one considers the lattice consisting of the replica of the simulation 
cell and computes not only the interaction of a reference charge with its partner, 
but includes all periodic images, too (periodic boundary conditions (cf. p. 155 of 
[39])). Depending on their convergence rate, however, the error function term and 
its complement are summed in different lattices. The complement erfc(yr)/r is 
summed over the real lattice, while the summation of Gaussian interaction erf(yr)/r 
is shifted to reciprocal space. Since q is an arbitrary parameter in the splitting of 
the Coulomb potential (Eq. (58)), the sum of real and reciprocal contributions must 
be independent of the actual value of q. For reasons becoming evident shortly, 9 is 
usually chosen high enough to ensure that the real space part falls off quite rapidly 
thus confining the real space sum to the original simulation cell. For such high rl 
values the Ewald potential takes the special form [40]: 

erfc(v]r) 
@n&J) =c A(k)cos (k r’) + ~ 

r 
k’ 

Correspondingly, the total Coulomb interaction U,, of an ensemble of charges 
{qi} is given by 

N-l N 

uEW = c c (%+ h!) ’ (45 + &#hv(& -2,) (60) 
I=1 .r=r+1 

(cf. the corresponding expression (Eq. (44)) without Ewald transformation). Due to 
the splitting of the Ewald potential into k- and r-sums 

I&w = @kEw + u*,w (61) 

one follows completely different strategies in computing both contributions. 

3.1.1. Summing in k-space 
Using the trigonometric identity 

cos (k. (c - Fj)) = cos (I$. Fi)cos (G. 5) + sin@. Fi) sin(L . Fj) (62) 

the k-part of the double sum (Eq. (60)) can be converted to the square of two single 
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sums [40]: 

GW =tx A(k) 
i[ 

: 4i cos (E.c) 2 + 1 I f qi sin(L,c.) 
2 

k~ 
i=l i=l 11 (63) 

Thus one obtains two independent loops referring to the k-vectors and to the 
number of charges, respectively. Fortunately, the latter loop is the longer one thus 
enabling an optimal exploitation of modern RISC processors. On the other hand. 

the outer looping over k-vectors is ideally suited for data partitioning on parallel 
architectures giving excellent load-balancing. Of course, on the level of irnplementu- 

tion, a data parallel strategy in connection +vith global summation and communicution 

is best for summing in k-space. 

3.1.2. Neighborlists in r-space 

Due to the strong damping of the complementary error function erfc(qr) potential 
interaction partners of a reference atom are actually confined to a sphere of radius 
r,. Therefore one can gain a lot of numerical efficiency by eliminating all charge 
pairs separated by a distance greater than r,. In symbolic code this elimination 

process appears as a double loop: 

a 

DO I=l,N-1 
X1=X(I) 
YI=Y(I) 

ZI=Z(I) 
QI=Q(I) 
DO J=I+l,N 
DX=XI-X(J) 
DY=YI-Y(J) 
DZ=ZI-Z(J) 
R2=DX*DX+DY*DY+DZ*DZ 
RC2=RC*RC 

IN=INT(R2/RC2) 
IF(IN.EQ.01 THEN 
R=SQRT(R2) 

U& = r/l,, + Qr*Q(J)*erfc(r]*R) 
ENDIF 
END DO 

END DO 
However, a direct computation of this kind is disadvantageous: One computes 
huge number of charge pair distances, which are subsequently discarded by the 

cut-off criterion as represented by the IF-statement. 
At this point a little physical thinking helps a lot (cf. p. 147 of [39]). The migration 

of interaction partners into or out of the cut-off sphere of a reference atom is 
continuous process changing slowly with time. Therefore it is reasonable to freeze 
the set of interaction partners at least for a few time steps, i.e. to sort all interacting 
charge pairs with respect to the cut-off principle and to collect all pairs close than 
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rC in a list, the so-called neighbor list. Quite efficiently, pair forces are calculated 
exclusively out of this neighborlist, which is kept constant over a couple of time 
steps. Changes in neighborhood relations are accounted for by a rhythmic updating 
of the list. 

A symbolic double loop for creating the neighbor list is given below: 
NNB=O 
DO I=l,N-1 
X1=X(I) 
YI=Y(I) 
ZI=Z(I) 
DO J=I+l,N 
DX=XI-X(J) 
DY=YI-Y(J) 
DZ=ZI-Z(J) 
R2=DX*DX+DY*DY+DZ*DZ 
RC2=RC*RC 
IN=INT(R2/RC2) 
IF(IN.EQ.01 THEN 
INB(NNB+l)=I 
JNB(NNB+l)=J 
NNB=NNB+l 
END IF 
END DO 
END DO 

3.1.3. Stair case algorithm 
This form of a triangular loop is highly inefficient for parallelization, because the 

computational work load for the inner loop is not constant when partitioning the 
outer loop. The stair case algorithm circumvents this problem by loop transformation 
[41]. For an odd number of particles the inner loop is carried out for (N- 1)/2 
elements, starting from the first off-diagonal element. Once the end of a row is 
reached, the corresponding overflow is corrected by subtracting the total number of 
particles N. For an even number N. (N- 1)/2=(N/2)- l/2 is no longer an integer. 
In this case one half of the rows is carried out with (N/2), while the other half uses 
(N/2) + 1. In the following loop structure this is managed by the index IKEY: 

IKEY=(N/21*2-N+l 
NNB=O 
DO I=l,N 
JEND=~1-IKEY~*~~N-l~/2~+IKEY*~~N/2~-1)*IKEY*~I/~~N/~~+l~~ 
X1=X(I) 
YI=Y(I) 
ZI=Z(I) 
DOJJ=l,JEND 
J=JJ-((JJ+I)/(N+l))*N+I 
DX=XI-X(J) 
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DY=YI-Y(J) 
DZ=ZI-Z(J) 
Ri?=DX*DX+DY*DY+DZ*DZ 
RCz=RC*RC 

IN=INT(R?/RCZ) 
IF(IN.EQ.0) THEN 

INB(NNB+l)=I 
JNB(NNB+l)=J 
NNB=NNB+l 
END IF 

END DO 
END DO 

3. I. 4. Computing the pair forces 
Once the neighbor list has been created, it can be used for several time steps - 

typically ten - to compute the r-part of the Coulomb sum as well as the pair forces 

(64) 

by looping over the total number NNB of interacting pairs i,j. Due to the principle 
of actio = reactio, however, each pair force Fij contributes to the net force of both 
interaction partners with opposite sign: 

Fi =Fi +Fij (65) 

Fj =pj -& (661 

In symbolic code we thus have: 
i&,=0.0 
DO I=l,N 
FX(I>=O.O 
FY(I)=O.O 
FZ(I>=O.O 
END DO 
DO II=l,NNB 
I=INB(II) 
J=JNB(II) 
DX=X(I)-X(J) 
DY=Y(I)-Y(J) 
DZ=Z(I)-Z(J) 
RIJi?=DX*DX+DY*DY+DZ*DZ 
RIJ=SQRT(RIJZ) 

QIJ=QI*QJ 
ETARIJ=ETA*RIJ 

L&=UJ,,+QIJ*ERFC(ETARIJ) 
FETARIJ=F(ETARIJ) 
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FXIJDX=FETARIJ*DX 
FYIJDY= FETARIJ*DY 
FZIJDZ=FETARIJ*DZ 
C 
CACTIO=REACTIO 

FX(I)=FX(I)+FXIJDX 
FY(I)=FY(Il+FYIJDY 
FZ(Il=FZ(I)+FZIJDZ 
FX(J)=FX(J)-FXIJDX 
FY(J)=FY(J)-FYIJDY 
FZ(J)=FZ(Jl-FZIJDZ 
END DO 
In this final form the computation of pair forces consists of a single big loop, 

optimal for both, parallel and super scalar architectures. 
Needless to say, the neighborlist and stair case algorithms may be applied to any 

short-range interaction in real space. Thus the Lennard-Jones potential (Eqs. (47) 
and (48)) and the real space part of the Ewald potential can be treated in a 
uniform way. 

3.2. Self-consistent-force molecular dynamics (SCF-MD) 

This is the algorithmic counterpart of the theory Section 2.3 on SCF-MD. The 
major goal of this section is to work out the perfect analogy to classical molecular 
dynamics (CMD) as treated in the previous section. Thus identical implementation 
strategies can be followed for SCF-MD and CMD. 

3.2.1. Evaluation of integrals 
The elements of the Hamiltonian matrix (Eq. (34)) are made up by contributions 

of kinetic and potential energy: 

Hij = Tij + ~ij (67) 

While the matrix elements of kinetic energy 

Tij = s zr(i)[ -&]zj(i, dr’ (68) 

are given by simple analytic expressions, the functional dependence of the effective 
potential on the electron density prohibits direct analytic integration. 

vij = 
s 

xT(r’)[v,,,(P(r’>>lxj(J) dr’ (69) 

In the literature two strategies have evolved. On the one hand, efficient numerical 
integration is performed over a grid [ 171. This contributes a loop over the number 
of grid points in addition to the double loop over basis functions. As both, the 
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number of grid points and the number of basis functions NB, are roughly propor- 
tional to the size of the respective molecule, evaluation of integrals is a 
NB3-algorithm. This becomes immediately evident for the second method, which 
expands the effective potential with respect to the basis functions [42], 

thus transforming the v-elements to a sum over analytic three-fold integrals 

vij = c vk 
s 

~?(v’)~k(r’)~j(r’) dr’ (71) 
k 

3.2.2. Overlap criterion 
With increasing size of molecules the number of pairs of basis functions, whose 

overlap is practically negligible because of the large spatial separation, is even more 
increasing. In other words, the corresponding overlap integral 

sij = x’(r’)xj(r’) dr’< S, 

is below a certain threshold S, 
matrix elements ~ij: 

DO I=l,NB 
DO J=I,NB 

vIJ=o.o 
sij=Slli*(v3Xj(J)dr' 
IFLSij>5',) THEN 

vij = SxT(r’)[v,fXP(r’))lxj(r’) dr’ 
END IF 
END DO 
END DO 

(72) 

[43], which in its turn justifies the neglection of the 

Comparing this double loop with the corresponding one in CMD (see symbolic 
code following Eq. (63)) complete analogy is found on algorithmic grounds. Strictly 
speaking, there is a slight difference, as in quantum mechanics the inner loop starts 
at the diagonal element I$ while the classical loop is shifted by one element, because 
there are no self-forces Fii. However, this is merely a counting problem and does 
not harm the analogy as such. Therefore one can exploit this obvious analogy by 
creating a list of integrals, which contains only those pairs {i, j} of basis functions, 
whose overlap integral is sufficiently large. A symbolic double for creating a list of 
integrals using the overlap criterion is the following: 

NNB=O 
DO I=l,NB 
DO J=I,NB 

Sij = 
s 

x*(F)xj(r’) dr’ 
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IN=INT(SC/SIJ) 
IF(IN.EQ.0) THEN 
INB(NNB+l)=J 
JNB(NNB+l)=J 
NNB=NNB+l 
END IF 
END DO 
END DO 

3.2.3. Stair case algorithm 
Proceeding in analogy to the neighborlist algorithm this triangular loop is trans- 

formed again using the stair case algorithm in order to achieve optimal par- 
allelization: 

IKEY=(NB/2)*2 NB+l 
NNB=O 
DO I=l,NB 
JEND=(l IKEY)*((NB 1)/2>+IKEY*((NB/2) l>*IKEY 
*(I/((NB/2)+1>> 
DO JJ=O,JEND 
J=JJ-((JJ+I)/(NB+l))*NB+I 

Sij= xi*(r’xj(r’) dr’ 
s 

IN=-INT(SIJ/SC) 
IF(IN.EQ.0) THEN 
INB(NNB+l )=I 
JNB(NNB+l)=J 
NNB=NNB+l 
END IF 
END DO 
END DO 

3.2.4. Computing the matrix elements Vij 
Once the list of integrals has been set up, during all iteration cycles of the 

SCF - procedure the matrix elements Vij can be computed by looping over the total 
number NNB of interacting pairs i, j of basis functions xi, xj: 

DO II=l,NNB 
I=INB(II) 
J=JNB(II) 

END DO 
As with the pair forces in CMD we have now a single big loop, optimal for both, 

parallel and super scalar architectures. 
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3.2.5. Diagonalization 

Not to forget diagonalization is a major step during the SCF procedure. However, 
it makes no sense to develop any general algorithm, because diagonalization is so 
ubiquitous in numerical mathematics that there exist library routines for every 
computer architecture. 

4. Parallel implementation 

In recent years several strategies in parallel macromolecular simulation e.g. [44- 
471 have emerged with special emphasis on large processor numbers. Centers for 
Massively Parallel Computers, however, are and will be rare in the scientific world. 
Thus we have in mind the usual equipment of a typical biomolecular research group, 
which works with RISC workstations and profits from the continuously raising 
price-performance ratio of this technology. Consequently, we follow a pragmatic 
route [41] in developing parallel algorithms. 

Of course, much more important than our group philosophy are the findings of 
the international scientific community. Quite recently, at the second international 
conference on Macromolecular Modelling organized by Prof. Deuflhard at ZIB of 
FU Berlin, where many experts in parallelization participated, there was general 
agreement that spatial decomposition for the real space part of the Coulomb forces 
becomes superior to data parallel algorithms for more than 32 processors only. This 
number exceeds by far the typical application we had and still have in mind with 
our algorithms and implementations. 

4.1. Wovkloadpartitioning 

Fig. 1 is a graphical representation of the basic algorithms applied in classical 
molecular dynamics (CMD). Replacing the terms PAIRLIST by LIST of 
INTEGRALS and FORCES by INTERACTION MATRIX ELEMENTS this flow- 
chart applies to SCF-MD likewise. The substep INTEGRATION is common to 
both methods. 

Apart from data initialization, performed at the beginning once and for all, each 
simulation step or cycle in CMD consists of three (four) algorithmic substeps, 
depending on whether the pairlist is updated or not: 

(1) creation of the pairlist (optional); 
(2) computation of pair forces; 
(3) integration of the equations of motion; 
(4) fulfillment of constraints, i.e. fixing bond lengths at their experimental values. 
Viewed exclusively from the aspect of workload partitioning three of these four 

steps lend themselves to highly efficient parallelization. Due to the stair-case trans- 
formation the workload carried out by the inner loop is fairly equal such that only 
the outer has to be partitioned. This benefit propagates to the pair force computation, 
where again the big loop over interacting pairs - constituting up to 80% of the 
total elapsed computer time - has to be cut into portions of equal size. The third 
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substep, integration, is parallel per se, provided the net force on each atom is 
available. Integration time, however, is usually only a small fraction of the complete 

\ 

+ YES 

t 

NO 
FORCES 

t 

Fig. 1. 

CMD-cycle. Therefore, the gain in parallelization is usually overruled by additional 
overhead like communication between processors etc. Thus it makes sense to carry 
out the complete integration loop repeatedly on each processor and to avoid parti- 
tioning at all. 

Within a molecule traditional constraint algorithms are strictly sequential, i.e. 
they loop through a stream of selected bonds, thereby instantaneously updating 
atomic coordinates. For proteins, however, this is not a real obstacle. On the one 
hand, one may exploit the specific topology of these chain molecules, where subse- 
quent building blocks are linked by a single bond. Thus the constraint cycle in its 
turn may be broken up into a series of sub-substeps similar to the flow diagram of 
the general CMD-cycle [48]. A second and even more strong argument concerns 
the hydration of proteins. Due to the huge number of water molecules they dominate 
constraint time, thus reducing the protein’s contribution to a rather small amount. 
The stream of water constraints, on the other hand, consists of very small indepen- 
dent, unlinked building blocks and can thus be parallelized with high efficiency. In 
addition we have developed a direct solution to the constraint force problem in 
water avoiding the cumbersome iterative solution of coupled equations [49]. 
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4.2. Data flow and data distribution 

Partitioning of the workload is only one part of parallelization, usually the easier 

one. Mostly, the other part, data management, is more complicated. Referring again 
to the symbolic flow chart of the CMD-cycle, one realizes a specific data flow: Each 
substep can start if and only if the data set computed in the previous one is complete. 
This complete input-complete output scheme is preconditioned by physics and not 
brought about by the algorithmic design: We have to know the complete list of 
interacting pairs in order to partition the workload in pair force computation. Due 

to the principle of actio and reactio, which states that each pair force contributes 
with opposite sign to the net force on the interacting atoms, integration can proceed 

if and only if all pair forces have been computed, because even the last portion of 
the pairlist entries may still affect net forces in an unpredictable manner. The 
constraint substep in its turn needs all integrated, i.e. promoted coordinates, corrects 
them and handles them over to the pairlist or force step. 

According to this physically pre-conditioned data flow we have adopted replicated 
data model, where each processor has access to the complete data set during every 
substep. For a shared-memory architecture, this can be easily realized by common 
areas in memory. Strictly speaking, one has to care for semaphores that manage 
read and write conflicts to the global arrays. 

For distributed architectures, however, a more evolved data management is neces- 

sary: At the end of each substep partial results have to be collected from the 
individual processors and subsequently the net result has to be broadcasted. In a 
way this causes synchronization of all processors being symbolized in Fig. 1 by 
synchronization check points (SCP). With respect to the four substeps the following 

is meant by collecting the net result: 

(1) Concatenation, i.e. joining the partial pairlists, created on each processor. in 
order to have a complete, contiguous pairlist. 

(2) Global summation of the pair forces, generated on individual processors. to 
find the net force on each atom. 

(3) Concatenation of atomic coordinates promoted by the integration algorithm. 
(4) In addition to the concatenation of atomic coordinates information concerning 

the linkage of building blocks has to be exchanged. 
As a result each synchronization check point (SCP) consists of two communication 

substeps: 
( 1) global summation or concatenation; 

(2) subsequent broadcasting. 

4.3. Portability 

Our group has now a eight years tradition in parallel computation. During the 
pilot phase, covering the first two years, we concentrated on the parallelization of 
the most time consuming substeps creation of the pairlist and computation of the 
pair forces (cf. steps 1 and 2 in the flow-chart). This work was started out of the 
simulation package GROMOS being wide-spread in the academic world. In this 
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way we produced a mixed code consisting of traditional sequential parts of the 
program PROMD out of the GROMOS package [50] and self-written parallel 
routines, running on a low-cost transputer network. Although there existed severe 
limitations in the system’s hard- and software, we finally succeeded in simulating 
hydrated peptides. This work is documented in a series of publications [41,51-531. 

With the appearance of more professional architectures we decided to develop a 
completely new program package, called SPHINX (simulation of proteins by 
Hamiltonian integration using networks of cross-linked (x) computers). It was essen- 
tial to this new programming concept to combine inherently parallel coding with 
maximum portability. On the level of program code we have realized this concept 
by uniting data partitioning and communication structure in a program core, which 
in its turn is surrounded by a shell of subprograms of traditional, sequential design. 
In designing this shell routines optimum single-node performance was a major goal. 
When calling this shell routines from the program core, loop bounds are handed 
over that ensure optimal balance of the workload. 

As far as the pure computational tasks are concerned, the program architecture 
described so far guarantees a portable code running on most parallel architectures. 
For shared-memory systems this is more or less sufficient. For distributed-memory 
architectures, however, communication has to be kept portable, too. Therefore each 
synchronization check point (SCP) was realized by the two communication para- 
digms global summation or concatenation and broadcasting. When changing the 
hardware platform these two communication routines have to be changed only. 

As far as efficiency is concerned, there is no doubt that generic communication 
routine is to be preferred. If one is interested in maximum portability, however, one 
may use the public domain software parallel virtual machine PVM [54], which is 
based on the UNIXsockets, and treats a collection of computing nodes as distributed- 
memory parallel computer. However, PVM provides only communication primitives, 
i.e. SEND and RECEIVE commands between processors. Therefore we have assem- 
bled communication routines for global summation and broadcasting using this 
primitives as constituting elements. 

In the mean time PVM has become a quasi-standard on distributed-memory 
machines. (Release 3.x supports even shared-memory architectures.) Thus our simu- 
lation package SPHINX has now achieved maximum portability, 

As opposed to the pipeline architecture of a workstation cluster our communica- 
tion scheme is ideally supported by a hypercube architecture. Here, global summation 
and broadcasting merge, because summation steps can be performed in parallel, i.e. 
simultaneously, such that each processor holds the net sum thereby avoiding explicit 
broadcasting. For this reason the hypercube implementation was based on the 
generic communication routines for global summation [ 551 in order to gain maximum 
efficiency. 

4.4. Architectures 

While developing the program package SPHINX we had permanent access to 
three parcel architectures 
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( 1) An Intel iPSC860 Hypercube 
(2) A workstation cluster of 4 x HP-720 and 2 x SGI-Indy machines 
(3) A workstation cluster of 4 x DEC-alpha machines. 

4.4.1. Hypercube architecture 

This parallel computer is based on the Intel i860-processor. In our implementation 
it consists of 16 nodes equipped with 8MB memory each. The network true hypercube 
architecture and there exists a library of generic communication routines. All nodes 
share a concurrent file system. A specific ethernet node also part of the system and 
enables an efficient access to data via FTP-protocol. 

4.4.2. HP-SGZ workstation cluster 

This cluster consists of 6 workstations, 4 HP Apollo 720 GRX and 2 Silicon 
Graphics (SGI) machines of the type INDIGO or INDY. For our SPHINX code 
the partitioning of the computational workload was uniform, because there was 
only a marginal difference in the CPU speed of the SGI R4000 processor and 
the HP-720. 

While PVM provides the software basis for communication, conventional ethernet 
links are used in hardware. In order to protect the cluster from the usual network 
traffic, we installed a dedicated subnet. A SUN-IPC workstation equipped with two 
ethernet cards served as a gateway. Outside connection managed by a gate daemon. 
This protection or screening was of great merit in running parallel jobs. 

4.4.3. DEC-alpha workstation cluster 

As discussed in the subsequent section on benchmarks ethernet links are somewhat 
prohibitive to efficient parallelization on workstation clusters. Cooperation with a 
research group at Salzburg University, however, enabled access to a cluster consisting 
of four DEC-alpha workstations connected by a glass fibre network. In this way we 
were able to learn more about the communication time behavior of our SPHINX 
code. 

4.5. Current work 

We are currently augmenting our SPHINX package by a quantum mechanics 
module in order to enable an adequate treatment of co-factors in proteins. Inevitably 
this will change our programming paradigm from a homogeneous to a heterogeneous 
one, i.e. some processors will work on the quantum mechanical part SCF-MD, while 
the others do classical work CMD. Nevertheless, the algorithms for parallelization 
will be the same for both parts due to the complete analogy between SCF-MD and 
CMD, as discussed in the algorithms section. Therefore one can expect that the final 
gain from parallelization will be very similar in both cases. In other words the 
following section on benchmarks, which is restricted to CMD, may give some 
impression on the performance of quantum mechanical SCF-MD simulations as well. 
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5. Application and benchmarks 

Although our quantum mechanical SCF-MD module will be finished during the 
next months, we are not yet in a position to give precise benchmark results. Therefore 
this section is entirely devoted to classical CMD simulations. Nevertheless, the 
complete analogy between SCF-MD and CMD should already give some impression 
of the quantum benchmark results for SCF-MD. 

When studying the dynamical structure of proteins the realistic, i.e. fully atomistic, 
description of the hydration shell is essential for our investigations. Even if the 
dimensions of this shell are kept at minimum size, typically four to five water 
diameters, one has to simulate explicitly several thousand water molecules. On the 
other hand, the numerical effort to compute the pair forces, consuming typically 
85% of the total computer time per CMD-cycle, is a linear algorithm, which can be 
coped with almost perfectly by parallelization. 

As a test system we have chosen the protein ubiquitin already mentioned in the 
preamble. The corresponding hydration shell consisted of 4200 water molecules in 
accordance with the technical limitations of the hypercube and the workstation 
clusters. For the computation of pair forces we applied a twin-range cut-off principle. 
Interacting pairs separated by a distance closer than 0.9 nm were collected in a 
pairlist, which was kept constant for 10 time steps and then updated. In addition to 
this core-list force contributions from interacting neighbors in the spherical shell 
0.9 nm to 1.2 nm were evaluated and also kept constant for 10 time steps. The k- 
space sum was limited to 40 terms. 

Although the integration of the equations of motion (3rd substep in CMD-cycle) 
and constraints (4th substep) are open to parallelization, we have computed them 
sequentially. As the corresponding computer time - denoted by Sin the following - 
is only a small fraction of the totally elapsed time, the gain in parallelization would 
be certainly covered by the additional communication overhead. 

As shown by the benchmark Table 1, the second substep, pair force computation, 
can be parallelized with high efficiency. Denoting the sequential, i.e. single-node, 
performance time with F( 1) and the corresponding parallel time on N nodes by 
F(N), it can be seen that F(N) comes very close to the ideal value F(N) = F( 1)/N. 
Upon adding the sequential part S, the actual speed-up 

SPU(exp.) = 
F(l)+S 

F(N) + s + C(N) 
(73) 

is reduced according to Amdahl’s law. The major source of deterioration is communi- 
cation C(N), which exhibits a strong N-dependence as opposed to the constant 
sequential part. 

The experimental, i.e. actually achieved, speed-up SPU(exp.) is influenced by two 
N-dependent quantities F(N) and C(N) as stated by Eq. (68). While F(N) is given 
to a very good approximation by the simple relation 

F(N) = F( 1 )/N 
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Number of nodes 

iPSC860 

2 

4 

8 

16 

F(N) (s) JvwF( 1) F(N) + S+ C(N) (s) SPU(exp.) SPU(theoret.) 

41.4 1.99 45.0 1.88 1.90 

21.0 3.92 24.15 3.43 3.48 

10.75 7.66 14.75 5.76 5.80 

5.5 14.96 10.25 8.3 8.09 

4HP+2SGI 

3 

4 

5 

6 

13.33 2.94 18.0 2.33 2.43 

10.1 3.88 15.5 2.71 2.84 

9.5 4.13 15.25 2.75 3.02 

7.5 5.22 15.0 2.80 3.05 

4DEC-alpha 

3 

4 

8.1 3.0 9.5 2.63 2.69 

6.1 4.0 7.5 3.33 3.34 

(cf. second column in the corresponding tables), the N-dependence of C(N) varies 
considerably among different architectures. In order to facilitate interpretation we 
have fitted simple analytic formulae to the measured communication times. In this 

empirical way a linear function is found for the hypercube 

C(N) = K*(N- 1) + L (75) 

and a quadratic relation 

C(N)=K*N*(N-l)+L (76) 

for the two workstation clusters. In some sense the additive term L stands for a 
Latency, which is left when extrapolating C(N) to N = 1. The pre-factor K or l/K 
may be interpreted as a measure of the data throughput of the respective network. 
Both parameters are collected in Table 2 for the various architectures. 

Combining Eqs. (73)-(75) an expression for the theoretical speed-up 

SPU(theoret.) =N 
F(l)+S 

F(l)+N(S+L)+K*N*(N-1) 

SPU(theoret.) = N 
P(l)+S 

F(l)+N(S+L)+K*N’*(N-1) 

(77) 

(78) 

can be deduced, where the fraction describes the deviation from ideal behavior. 
While the sequential part S and the latency L appear in a linear function of the 
number of nodes N, the effective communicational burden increases quadratically 
(hypercube) or even with the third power (workstation clusters). In case of the 
4HP+2SGI cluster, i.e. for slow ethernet links, the weighing factor K is quite high. 
As a consequence the achieved speed-up is already saturated for five nodes, in other 
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Table 2 

Four parameter model 

iPSC860 (s) 4HP+2SGI (s) DEC-alpha (s) 

F(l) 82.3 39.2 24.4 

s 2.5 2.8 0.45 

L 1.0 0.7 0.45 

K 0.125 0.125 0.04 

words the gain in computing power is ruined by the rapid increase of communica- 
tion time. 

Bearing in mind that the data throughput of a glass fibre connection exceeds that 
of ethernet links by two orders of magnitude, the comparison of corresponding K- 
and L-values leads to a disappointing result. The modest data rate is certainly caused 
by the communication software PVM, which sends very small data packages, thus 
increasing latency, and transfers a lot of unnecessary information as well. 

Comparing the last two columns in Table 1 one finds that the theoretical relations 
Eqs. (77) and (78) predict the experimental ones with an uncertainty of a few 
percent. As these deviations are within experimental errors, the four parameter 
model is capable of predicting all benchmark results presented here. These four 
parameters are: The time for computing the pair forces on a single node F( 1) and 
the sequential part S, which consists of integration and constraints, as well as the 
communication parameters latency L and throughput K. Actual values are collected 
in Table 2. 

All results discussed so far refer to sequence forces-integration-constraints (FIC) 
performed during each CMD-cycle. Taking into account the updating of the pairlist 
necessary after ten cycles, the rather different communication effort for hypercube 

Table 3 

Number of nodes P(N) (s) P(WP( 1) SPU(without NB) SPU(with NB) 

iPSC860 

2 

4 

8 

16 

4HP + 2SGI 

3 

4 

5 

6 

4DEC-alpha 

3 
4 

81.2 1.98 1.88 1.89 
41.7 3.85 3.43 3.47 
22.0 7.3 5.76 5.9 
12.5 12.9 8.3 8.9 

36.0 1.65 2.33 2.27 
36.5 1.62 2.71 2.61 
37.0 1.60 2.75 2.65 
39.0 1.52 2.80 2.68 

17.0 2.24 2.63 2.60 
16.5 2.3 3.33 3.23 
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or workstation architectures leads to a dissimilar time behavior P(N) for the updating 
of the pairlist: On the hypercube the ratio P(N)/P( 1) exceeds that of the FIC- 
sequence, while on workstation clusters it is just the other way round. Although the 
communicational burden in the pairlist substep is two orders of magnitude higher 
as compared to the FIC-sequence, the hypercube copes better than workstation 
architectures. As can be seen from the last column of Table 3, this has a positive or 
negative impact on the total speed-up. 

Apart from all parallelism it is interesting to compare the single-node performance. 
For the three CPU’s i860, HP-720 and DEC-alpha, one finds a ratio of 2:1:0.6. In 
other words, eight nodes of the hypercube should equal four of HP-720 on pure 
computational reasons. This is confirmed by the respective values of 10.75 and 10.1 
s for F(N). More surprising, however, is the equality of the totally elapsed times 
F(N)+S+ C(N) amounting to 14.75 and 15.5 s, respectively. This means that the 
hypercube architecture manages the communicational burden of eight nodes at the 
same rate as the workstation architecture for four nodes. Beyond this equality point 
the workstation network runs into saturation, while the hypercube still provides 
some gain. This demonstrates once more the crucial balance of single-node perfor- 
mance and throughput of the network. 
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